
What does mean to be part of Virtual FISART

 Those interested in participating in this event will have the opportunity to create 
virtual Street Art works using their own computers, without leaving home and 
“painting” on the walls they select from the available data base of digital images 
available on this platform; 

 The idea is not to make simulations or simple proposals, but to give a final touch as if
the works were finished, they “exist there”, so that they could be visited through 
virtual tours;

 The preferred themes and artistic expression styles are free, in order to let the artists 
the maximum freedom of expression;

 The walls, the number of those that will be painted and the type of works will be 
decided without restrictions by each artist, following his own feeling;

 It will be possible to do team work with the artists grouped in collectives;
 Artists will have the freedom to make as many works as they want on the same or on 

several alternative surfaces;
 Since the work are being performed virtually no permissions from the owners of the 

buildings or the municipal authorities are required;
  However aesthetic, moral, ethical and fairness criteria have to be respected in order 

to have the virtual murals approved by the organizers for being published;
 Once the works are finished, please send them by email to Corina Nani,  

corinani@gmail.com , or Sergio Morariu,  sergio.enduromania@gmail.com  .  The 
images should be in JPG format, 150 dpi RGB, with the high resolution, in order to 
post them on this platform or  prepare them eventually in various electronic formats 
for being presented as flip-book, slide-show, video, digital gallery, augmented reality 
etc;

 We will centralize the works in Timisoara and we will present them on all possible 
platforms in order to maximize the visibility of the project, the artists and the 
involved cities and organizations;

 The participation of artists are encouraged to disseminate their own creations and any
other information regarding Virtual FISART;

 There is no deadline, almost everything is free and unrestricted. This is the great 
advantage to work in the virtual environment. 
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